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Improving This Company’s 
Trading Partner Relationships

RETAILERS

SUPPLIERS

3PLS

Solutions: POS reporting and analytics

Industry: Sporting goods

From Supplier to Collaborator 
How a Leading Sporting Goods Vendor Boosted Business and 
Retailer Relationships 

As a leader in the $1+ billion sporting goods industry, the supplier has 
built a reputation as a true trailblazer, first to market with category-
inventing brands that connect with active consumers. With its products 
currently distributed to tens of thousands of retail outlets worldwide, it has 
developed a varied product offering and solid relationships with retailers.  

But to excel in an increasingly fast-paced marketplace, the company 
needed to stand out as more than just a vendor, and become a 
collaborative partner. It was imperative that they add value to trading 
partner relationships. To make their mark, they turned to the experts in 
retail supply chain management solutions: SPS Commerce. By collecting, translating and analyzing Point of 
Sale (POS) data from their many retail partners, SPS Commerce empowers the vendor to make immediate 
changes based on the latest sales intelligence—positioning them as a trusted collaborator to current and 
prospective retail partners.  

Information Overload
The company’s retail customers are some of the biggest retailers in the sporting goods and footwear 
industries. Their buyers typically focus on managing the higher-ticket items that share the shelf with 
outdoor gear and sports equipment. That puts a critical (and time-consuming) responsibility on its category 
managers: collect and sift through sales data to make inventory and product replenishment decisions on 
their retailers’ behalf or suggest these changes to buyers. One of their partners has more than 1.4 million 
data points from 1,100 stores that must be analyzed by its category managers each week to accurately 
replenish inventories. The task can be overwhelming for a growing business.

Mining Actionable Insights
The vendor meets this challenge with POS data analytics from SPS. Tracking 
sales and inventory positions at the store and item level for vendor-managed 
inventory (VMI) retail accounts is made easy using SPS’s Enterprise Analytics 
and Advanced Retail Management solutions. This detailed analysis allows 
category managers to accurately replenish each store with the items they need 
when they need them, maintaining an incredible 96 percent or better in-stock 
position. The category management team skips the lengthy, resource-intensive 

“SPS’s information is more 

than 99 percent accurate and 

allows us to quickly gain more 

insight into our product’s sales 

performance. It is my lifeline to 

our product sales and directly 

impacts our company’s top-line 

revenue.” 

SUPPLIERS
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process of data collection, using SPS’s dashboard reports to make informed inventory and product changes 
within days of receiving the past week’s data. 

Better Relationships, Better Business
With POS data reports from SPS, the supplier shares the same real-time view of product performance 
as their retailers. Supported by sales insights, category managers make the most of buyer meetings, 
demonstrating their expertise by identifying new opportunities for growth. With buyers and the vendor’s 
sales team on the same page, time is spent where it matters most—improving strategy and strengthening the 
relationship, rather than on data comparisons and discussions that don’t drive sales.  

Foundation for Growth
The POS data from SPS does more than inform weekly inventory changes—it inspires the company’s sales 
teams and shapes the company’s strategic plans for future growth. Data from SPS is frequently used to 
support sales contests among category managers, incentivizing employees who sell a certain amount of 
product in key regions. Executives also leverage their sales information from SPS to compare with other 
market size information and monitor their share. 

Enterprise Analytics, a patented SPS analytics tool, gives the vendor the ability 
to query significant amounts of data via a user-friendly wizard. The information 
is easily shared among category managers throughout the company, enabling 
cross-company collaboration that helps to keep the vendor at the forefront of the 
competition. With SPS Commerce and POS analytics from SPS Commerce, they 
have the visibility to make the most of their trading partner relationships now and in 
the future. 

About SPS Commerce
SPS Commerce perfects the power of your trading partner relationships with the industry’s most broadly 
adopted, enterprise retail cloud services platform. As a leader in on-demand supply chain management 
solutions, we provide prewired, proven integrations and comprehensive retail performance analytics to 
thousands of customers worldwide. With a singular focus on the retail marketplace, we revolutionized 
traditional EDI systems by developing a platform that enables highly cost-effective and reliable trading 
partner collaboration. SPS Commerce has achieved 50 consecutive quarters of revenue growth and is 
headquartered in Minneapolis. 

“We couldn’t be more pleased 

with SPS Commerce. I don’t know 

what our company would be 

without their data to support us 

every day, and as we grow.”


